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Intro

Introduction to Games and Learning

Do you want to bring games and
learning into your classroom?
Do you want to learn more
about how to use and design
games to both engage students
and assess their learning?
If you answered “yes” to either
or both questions, this reader is
for you.
This resource has been developed at the Institute of Play to
complement our professional development workshops on
games and game-like learning.
The goal of this reader is to help you learn about games and
learning and also to pique your interest in learning even more. If
you have not signed up for a workshop yet, but are interested in
our work, this reader can help you start to build a foundation of
knowledge about games and learning.

www.instituteofplay.org
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Background
The use of games in learning
is a growing area of education,
and Institute of Play is excited
to be at the forefront of
designing, developing, and
implementing high-quality,
effective professional

development for teachers
around games and learning.
Through our work with the
Quest Schools in New York City
and Chicago, museums and
cultural institutions across the
world, and school districts in

the United States, we’ve been
able to work with educators
to effectively use games for
learning.

7th grade students play Shortcuts, a math game designed to help students practice estimating the diagonal length of right triangles.

We hope this reader will encourage you to start using games
for learning or expand how you already integrate games and
learning in your classroom.

www.instituteofplay.org

How to Use This Pre-Reading Guide

How to Use This
Pre-Reading Guide
This reader consists of several sections designed to help you
develop a foundation of knowledge about games and learning.
We hope it will serve as a jumping off point for additional learning
and experimentation with games in your classroom.
The sections of the reader are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self Survey
Why Games?
Games, Game-like, and Gamified
Reflect on Games and Learning in Action
Misconceptions About Games and Learning
Your Turn
Continued Learning

If you are new to games and learning, we suggest that you read
through each section consecutively. If you are more experienced
with games and learning, we suggest that you start with the self
survey and then choose sections that best fit your needs and
interests.

www.instituteofplay.org
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Self Survey
At Institute of Play, we strongly believe
that a major component of learning
involves reflecting as you learn. We’ve
included reflection questions within this
reader to help you reflect on what you
are learning and to think about how you
might use games in your classroom.
These questions will guide you in

reflecting on your goals, comfort
level, and experience with gamebased learning to help you gauge your
interests, strengths, and concerns. If you
are registered for one of our workshops,
answering these questions will prepare
you to learn the most you can from your
experience with us.

NOTE
If you are doing a workshop with us, we
may share you in advance with a digital
version of this survey to help us tailor the
experience to your needs.

How often do you use games and learning in your classroom? (check one)
A lot! I do something with games in my class at least once a week.
Often. I do something with games in my class at least once a month.
Seldom. I do something with games in my class about once a trimester.
Rarely. I do something with games in my class once or twice a year.
Never. I have never used a game in my classroom.

Why are you interested in exploring games and learning?
Check your top THREE reasons.
To increase student engagement
To learn how to use the design process and bring the design process into my classroom
To better integrate digital media and technology into my classroom
To support students in developing collaboration skills
To support students in developing problem solving skills
To support students in developing a better understanding of the core content and skills
of the subject area that I teach
To learn something new for my own professional growth and development
Other:

Rate your comfort level using games in your classroom, 1-10:
(1= I’m terrified!; 5= neutral; 10= I’m super comfortable!)

www.instituteofplay.org
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Why Games?

A Quest teacher explains a new game to her 6th grade students.

We are at a moment in time when the
movement around games in education is
gathering momentum, driven not only by
educators, but also by parents, students,
and policymakers. Research shows
that games are effective learning tools
because they drop players into inquirybased complex problem spaces in
which challenges are leveled to deliver
just-in-time learning. Games also use
data-driven feedback to help players
understand how they are doing, what
they need to work on, and where they

www.instituteofplay.org

need to go next. Lastly, games provide
engaging contexts for students to build
content knowledge along with 21st
century skills, such as systems thinking,
design thinking, communication,
creativity, and innovation (Gee, 2003).
Numerous research reports suggest that
games are powerful student engagement
and learning tools in classrooms (Hines,
Jasny & Mervis, 2009; NRC, 2010). In
one survey of 505 K-5th grade teachers,
70% of the teachers agreed that using

games increased student motivation
and engagement (Millstone, 2012). In
terms of student learning, a large group
of research studies show how student
learning outcomes were significantly
larger when students learned with
digital games than with instruction that
was not game-based (Clark, TannerSmith & Killingsworth, 2013).

Why Games?
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Incoming 6th grade students work together to design a board game during our week-long game design camp, Mobile Quest.

Additionally, several studies focused on
studying game play and 21st Century
skills indicate that playing games
(both analog and digital) help students
identify patterns, think about future
moves, predict outcomes of possible
moves, and learn from experience
(Dewar, 2012). Overall, research
indicate increased development of
knowledge and 21st Century skills are
outcomes of the effective use of games
for learning.

www.instituteofplay.org

Games also activate an iterative design
process that is, by nature, collaborative
and active—for teachers and for
students. Games have the ability to be
highly collaborative—from playing a
board game, where you are building
a protein chain with cards for your
science class with teammates; to writing
a collaborative story in an digital space
with online partners. The design and
use of games can be strong supports for
creating active and constructivist-based
classrooms.

As with many innovative educational
programs and ideas, the excitement
around games runs the risk of being
implemented and replicated without
a focus on the heart of the matter—it
is not the games themselves that are
powerful, but rather the pedagogical
transformation and learning that can
happen as a result of games being used
in meaningful ways. Because of this,
Institute of Play has chosen to focus
an important strand of our work on the
support and transformation of educator
practice through games and technology.

Why Games: Institute of Play and Quest Schools
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Institute of Play and Quest Schools

Four 7th grade students play Absolute Blast, a math game designed by Institute of Play.

In 2009, Institute of Play designed and
opened an innovative New York City
public school, called Quest to Learn.
After opening with its inaugural class
of sixth graders in 2009, the school is
now on track to offer complete middle
and high school education by 2015. In
2010, Institute of Play also supported
the design and implementation of
ChicagoQuest, a Title 1 school in
Chicago, IL.

www.instituteofplay.org

The Quest schools are designed to use
game-based learning to engage students
in learning not only academic content
and skills, but also 21st Century skills,
such as innovation, creativity, and
collaboration. In addition, the emphasis
of game-based learning encourages
and empowers teachers to be creative
and innovative in their approaches to
teaching knowledge and skills through
collaborations with game designers,
curriculum designers, and other
teachers. Watch this video to help you

get a better idea of what this unique
Quest collaboration looks like.
Over the course of five years since
Quest to Learn opened, we have learned
and continue to learn tremendous
amounts about using games effectively
in classrooms. We designed this reader
to introduce you to the most important
ideas about and valuable examples of
games and learning that we’ve collected
from the Quest schools.

Games, Game-like, and Gamified
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Games, Game-like, and Gamified
As a starting point, let’s first focus on different ways games
can be used for learning. When people think of games
and learning, they often imagine a very specific scenario:
students in an immersive experience on computers. They
learn content, practice their skills, and their performance
is tracked, producing data for the teacher to review. It’s
a compelling vision, but it’s only one of many different
ways to incorporate games and learning. No single type of
experience can cover all the complex needs of students and

+1

teachers. There are many possible approaches, each one
suitable for a different kind of task or problem.
At Quest schools, we talk about three categories of
game experiences used for classroom learning. The
three categories include game experiences, game-like
experiences, and gamified experiences. Each type of
experience supports learning in a different way. For
example:

Game
Experience

A teacher creates or uses a game to
support students in learning the concepts
associated with probability.

Game-like
Experience

A teacher creates a lesson that puts
students in the role of doctor, in support
of learning about the body system.

Gamified
Experience

A teacher creates a
point-based structure for
classroom discussion.

More clarification about the differences among
these experiences is on the following page.

www.instituteofplay.org
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Game

Game-like

Gamified

A true game has a number of elements
that differentiate it from other activities.
It has a goal to accomplish, a challenge
that stands between players and the goal,
core mechanics for players to employ,
rules to structure play, components to
interact with, and a space that contains
the experience and separates it from
“real life”. An example of using a game
in the classroom might be playing
SimCity to explore ideas behind civic
engagement and urban design.

A game-like experience borrows from
games, but lacks certain key elements
that make it a proper game. It’s often
(but not always) characterized by
taking a general learning activity and
organizing it around a challenge or
problem for students to solve. For
example, students might use math to
decode a secret message rather than
simply answering math problems on
a worksheet. Other examples include
role-playing historical figures or
participating in a mock stock market.
The big idea behind game-like is
flexibility; to use the elements of games
that work best for that specific situation.

Gamification is the application of a
rewards system to non-game behaviors.
For example, FourSquare awards
badges and mayorships (rewards
system) for frequenting various
businesses and locales (non-game
behavior). Gamification, as you may
be aware, is somewhat controversial
in some professional circles, due to
its orientation on producing extrinsic
motivation, meaning the user engages
in an activity because of a reward that
is conceptually unrelated to the actual
activity at-hand. Preferably, your user
would have intrinsic motivation instead,
where they engage in a learning activity
for its own sake. Many people believe
that extrinsic motivators actually
decrease a user’s intrinsic motivation,
causing them to cease participation
once the reward system is removed.
Our approach is that gamification must
be used thoughtfully to avoid this effect.
We don’t gamify activities that don’t
already have some sort of intrinsic value
for our students to discover. Instead,
we strive to motivate students to try
something beneficial and in doing so
develop intrinsic motivation to continue
the activity.

At Quest to Learn, 6th-grade math
students explore probability through a
dice-rolling game called Caterpillar.
Caterpillar is a board game, designed by
the Institute of Play, in which players
try to make the longest “caterpillar”,
a chain of colored cubes. Each turn,
they roll a pair of dice, and all players
who have cubes near the number rolled
get more cubes. They also fill out a
frequency chart to track which number
appears the most. At the end of the game,
that number becomes the “bird”, and
all cubes near it are removed from the
game. Players discover that the numbers
6, 7, and 8 tend to appear the most,
especially when they combine their
frequency charts with other groups
and classes.

www.instituteofplay.org

At Quest, game-like experiences are
designed through missions, which are
substantial curricular units of study.
A mission poses a seemingly unsolvable
challenge to students. Students must
step into new identities to build
knowledge and employ new skills to
complete the challenge. In “Dr. Smallz”,
6th-grade science students must help
an imaginary doctor save his sick
patient. The problem is that the doctor
shrunk himself to a microscopic size
to diagnose the patient from inside her
body and got amnesia, forgetting all
his medical knowledge. It’s up to the
students to help Dr. Smallz navigate the
various body systems by learning about
the body themselves.

In collaboration with a Quest to Learn
teacher, we created, we created a
gamified discussion format game
called Socratic Smackdown. The
teacher assigns positive or negative
point values to actions or comments
students might make during a smallgroup discussion, such as agreeing,
asking a question, or interrupting.
As they talk, their scores are tracked
by students observing who sit outside
the group. Participants can earn points
individually or in groups, giving them
motivation to develop good discussion
habits. Over time, the students rely on
the points less and less, and eventually
learn to engage in thoughtful, respectful
discussions without the Socratic
Smackdown format.

Games, Game-like, and Gamified
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Game, Game-like, or Gamified?
To help you better distinguish among
the different game-based experiences
further, reference the chart below.

PROS

CONS

USE THIS IF...

•

Easy buy-in

•

•

•

Fosters deep
understanding

Somewhat inflexible
in execution

You have a specific, interesting,
but hard-to-grasp skill to teach.

•

Covers a limited amount
of learning goals

•

You want your students to learn
by doing.

•

Lots of teacher preparation
and facilitation required

•

A game is too specific for your
context or learning goal.

•

You want to increase engagement
across a wide section of your
curriculum.

•

You want students to discover
the value in something they haven’t
tried before.

•

Assessment can be
embedded into
the experience

•

Flexible in execution and
learning goals covered

Game

Game-like

•

Simple to execute

+1

Gamification

www.instituteofplay.org

•

Can backfire by reducing
intrinsic motivation
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A Note about Digital vs. Non-Digital Games

9th Grade student plays with a Cell Diffusion iPad Simulation while working with a paper component in a Living Environment class.

It is clear from the section above that
the integration of games and learning
has a broad array of possibilities
because games can take many forms.
Video games are only a recent arrival to
the scene; non-digital games like card
games, board games, sports and others
have existed for thousands of years.
When designing for an educational
setting, very often a non-digital
experience is both a better experience

www.instituteofplay.org

for the teacher and students and more
realistically accomplished project for
the game designer. At Quest to Learn,
a good 90% of the game-based learning
is non-digital, taking paper-based or
otherwise analog forms.
When Institute of Play chooses the
digital route, we very seldom create
those experiences from scratch;
the ratio of creation time to quality
learning is simply too high. Instead, we

leverage existing platforms as much as
possible, using generative games such
as Minecraft, level editors like Portal’s
Puzzle Creator, or even non-game
programs like Microsoft Excel.
Our prevailing philosophy is to be
flexible and agile. Choose the best tools
for the job, and use your time wisely and
effectively.

Reflect on Games and Learning in Action
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Reflect on Games
and Learning in Action
At Quest schools, we use games
and game-like experiences as tools
for student learning. To be able to
really understand how to integrate
games and learning in classrooms
- it is valuable to see actual Quest

classrooms in action. In this section,
you will be asked to watch Quest
classroom videos and reflect on
them to help you begin to better
understand the power of games and
learning.

Four 7th grade students play PEMDAS, a math game about the order of operations designed by Institute of Play.

www.instituteofplay.org
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Game Play
REFLECT
To understand how different teachers use games in their
classrooms as power learning tools, watch the following two
videos. Before watching the videos, think about this question
to help you frame how you view the videos:
How can the power of game-play extend beyond the
single game and into teaching and learning practice?

•
•

Challenge is Constant Video
Feedback is Immediate and Ongoing Video

After watching the videos, reflect on what you saw by
answering the questions to the right.

How do the games in these videos provide multiple entry
points for different learning levels or different learning
styles?
What are some strategies the Quest teachers use to
ensure that feedback and assessment is ongoing and
relevant?
After watching the two videos, what similarities do you
think both games have that ensure students will remain
engaged players and learners?

A 9th grade ELA student ponders how he will deliver a line of Shakespeare to convey the given emotion.

www.instituteofplay.org
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Game-Like Curriculum
Quest teachers design their curriculum units to be game-like which can look
very different than students playing board and digital games in class. Watch the
following videos to learn more about game-like curriculum.
Before watching the first game-like curriculum video, frame your viewing of
the video by thinking of an answer to the following question:
How can structuring a curriculum like a game help to engage and
empower students?

•

It Kinda Feels Like Play Video

REFLECT
In what ways do you think asking
the students to take on a role
throughout this curriculum supports
engagement?
What parts of a game can you
identify in this curriculum?
What role does the teacher play
in ensuring this curriculum is
successful?

After watching the video, reflect on what you saw by answering the questions
to the right.

A 6th grade Wellness class builds structures during a unit on communication and collaboration.

Now, watch the second game-like curriculum video and use the following
question to frame your viewing:
How can creating a real-life context in a classroom help students
develop intrinsic motivation?

•

Everyone is a Participant Video

After watching the video, reflect on what you saw by answering the questions
to the right.

www.instituteofplay.org

REFLECT
How is this teachers role in the
classroom different than more
traditional classrooms?
How does the curriculum support
student to student collaboration?
At the beginning of the video the
teacher talks about the importance
of student voice. What are some
ways you see student voice being
fostered in this classroom?
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Reflection Questions
Now, take some time to answer the
following questions before moving on.

What games have you already played in your classroom?

If your students have played games in your classroom, why did you choose to use games as learning tools?

www.instituteofplay.org
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Misconceptions About
Games and Learning
In our work, we’ve found that there
is sometimes push-back from
educators and/or school leaders
about games and learning because
of common misconceptions.

In this section, we highlight some of
the major misconceptions about
using games in classrooms and
about assessment with games and
learning.

A 10th grade global studies class plays Synapse, a game about making connections through history.
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Misconceptions: Implementation
I don’t have time to plan how to effectively use games in my classroom.
We know teachers have very little time
to redesign learning in their classrooms.
So why not use games to make your
teaching more efficient? Games can
actually increase the efficiency of your
teaching by engaging students in other
tasks that surround the game, and that
are integrated into what you are already

doing. When used well, games can
immediately up the engagement levels,
provide desirable structures for peer
feedback, group discussion, and student
design processes, and provide repeatable
yet remixable contexts for introducing
new topics and revisiting previous ones.
For example, students can increase their

6th grade students play Caterpillar, a math game designed to help students learn about
frequency and probability.

fluency with Shakespearean language
by using a Charades-like mini-game
that they play for 5 minutes at the end of
each class during the Shakespeare unit.
Now, when they read Romeo and Juliet,
they’re going to understand the funny
insults!

Quest students play games in middle school
science and history classes.

Students are always in front of computers when playing classroom games.
Not true! It all depends on the game, and on the tasks
surrounding a game. Sure, it’s true for digital games, but there
are loads of great non-digital games that teachers and students
can play, design, modify, and surround. And even if the game is
digital, that certainly doesn’t mean that students always have
to be sitting there staring at the screen during the game, by
themselves.

www.instituteofplay.org

Some questions to ask yourself to lessen computer screen time
for students during digital game use are as follows:
• Is the game tablet- or phone- based, and therefore
potentially more physically active?
• Is it more of a blended game, with both digital and physical
elements?
• What about the tasks that surround the game? Are these
digital or non-digital, are they individual- or groupbased? Are they writing-oriented, movement-oriented, or
discussion-oriented?

Misconceptions About Games and Learning: Implementation
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Misconceptions About Games and Learning: Implementation

A student anxiously waits for a fellow student to show him a card from Metric
Mystery, a science game.

After the Metric Mystery cards are dealt, a student marks down the cards she
holds in her hand on her Top Secret sheet.

Games are separate from
classroom teaching.

Students will get over-excited
about playing games or totally
disengage.

Just give students the game
and let them play.

We encourage you to envision your game
not as “just one thing”, but as a generator
of rich learning spaces. Games are
engaging experiences that can generate
a wide range of spaces for learning tasks
and reflections, depending on where
teachers and students need and want to
go. Games don’t always have to happen
in one day. Games don’t always have to
happen all at once. As an educator, you
can decide how to extend the game and
the learning that is connected to the
game. For example, sometimes it makes
sense for a teacher to introduce actions
that a student might be doing in a game
several weeks before students actually
play. Since good learning games push
players to act and think in ways that are
aligned with learning goals, these ingame actions should make sense outside
of the game, for learning about topics in
the current unit.

Students will definitely be energized,
and you have to be prepared for a more
dynamic classroom. But that’s what
we all want, isn’t it? Of course, just like
any dynamic activity, you have to have
structures and norms in place that allow
students to both feel free and to feel safe.
This is based on your planning for the
game, but also based on your general
classroom culture, and your regular style
of teaching.

While we do encourage teachers to
allow students to play and to explore, it’s
not just “Here’s a game. Go play.” It’s one
more (powerful) classroom activity, and
it should fit in with your thoughtfully
planned learning design. Important
questions need to be answered, such as:
• How is this game relevant to what
students just did, and are just about
to do?
• Does it allow them to reflect? Does
it encourage them to think about
what’s next?
• What will students make, either
before, during, or after the game?
Does it help me to evaluate
potential learning?
• Have students already experienced
the types of actions that they will
perform in the game (e.g. measuring
things, debating, shuffling,
subtracting, etc.)? What supports
have to be put in place?

www.instituteofplay.org
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Misconceptions: Assessment
All good learning games assess learners within the game.
While there are several methods of
collecting data and scores during
gameplay, and even methods of collecting
and analyzing LOTS of player data
during gameplay, it still falls on teachers
to design and provide authentic, useful
assessment tasks for their students.
These assessments might vary,
depending on your context, and it may
depend on what your normal methods of
assessment are, but overall we think that

the most powerful way to think of games
is to conceive of them as generators of
learning and assessment spaces.
There are many ways to leverage a game
in order to assess student learning:
• Could students build something
through their gameplay that is later
used for another purpose in the
class?

•

•

Could students modify the game in
order to show their understanding
of an action or a topic in the game?
Could students reflect on various
game scenarios that you design for
them-- scenarios that force them to
express what they understand about
a given problem situation?

6th grade students play Galactic Mappers, a full classroom game designed to help students learn creative cartography and physical geography skills.

I need a complex game scoring system, in order to track student learning.
You don’t. The reason we use games for
learning isn’t necessarily so that the
game itself can automatically tell us
what students are learning (although
there’s nothing necessarily wrong with
that, and lots of excellent work is being
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done in this area). The main point is that
games are highly engaging generators
of learning and assessment spaces that
can be really well integrated with the
great teaching you are already doing.
They don’t have to be the assessments

themselves. Basically, games open
up spaces for really great tasks that
students want to engage in, because the
tasks are interesting in themselves, as
well as being interesting in relation to
the game.

Reflect on Games and Learning in Action: Reflection Questions
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Reflection Questions
Now, take some time to answer the
following questions before moving on.

What are some of the challenges you faced when you used games in your classroom? Or if you haven’t used games
in your classroom, what challenges do you anticipate in playing games in your classroom?

What do you want to learn more about in terms of games and learning?

www.instituteofplay.org
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Your Turn
If you are registered in one of our workshops, your next step will be
experiencing hands-on design challenges with us around games and
learning.
If you are not yet registered to be a participant in one of our
workshops, you can start to experiment with integrating
games and learning in your classroom. We believe that the
first step to successfully using games in classrooms is to use
an already designed classroom game and then go from there.
Below is a list of possible options for you to choose from to
start your adventure with games and learning. Remember to
reflect and have fun!

•

•
•

Use one of the Print and Play Games we’ve developed
as part of our work to begin your journey into games
in learning. You can find our games here: Socratic
Smackdown and Absolute Blast. You can implement
them as described in the game guide, or modify them to
suit your needs.
Use one of the challenges on our Gamekit, our game
design platform, with a group of adults or students to
learn about different aspects of game design, such as the
relationship between game rules and challenge in a game.
Work with a group of teachers to play a familiar game
(such as Go Fish, Taboo, or Charades), then brainstorm
how you might use this game in a classroom. Try to
modify the game, or use the game as an entry point for
designing a simple game together.

If you are so excited to learn more about games and learning after finishing
this reader, please visit TeacherQuest for more information about
professional development opportunities with the Institute of Play and visit
our work page for more helpful resources from the Institute of Play.

www.instituteofplay.org
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Continued Learning
Now that you’ve explored this reader, we hope you are inspired to use what you learned
to design and develop games for learning. Below is additional information to support
you in continuing to build and share your learning.

We want to hear from you

We want you to share these resources

We want to hear from you about your
experience with this reader.

This resource is free and we want you to share it with others.
When you do use and share it, please know this resource is
licensed under a Creative Commons license.

What did you like about this reader?
How did it change your thinking about
games and learning?
Please join the Institute of Play Google+
community to share your thoughts
and ideas!

Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
CC BY-NC-SA
This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work
non-commercially, as long as they credit you and license their
new creations under the identical terms.

We want you to learn more
If you are interested in learning more, please
visit these following websites:

To view a copy of this license, visit Creative Commons

Institute of Play
Quest to Learn, NYC
CICS ChicagoQuest

We also offer other helpful resources
Q School Design Pack
This pack highlights ten innovative components of the
Quest school model.
Print and Play Games
These Institute of Play games are designed with support
from Quest teachers and played by Quest students.
Gamekit
Gamekit is a platform designed to support kids
and adults in learning more about game design.
GlassLab games
GlassLab is an Institute of Play supported lab
working to design digital learning games with
embedded assessment

www.instituteofplay.org

We want to thank our partners
This reader is a result of collaborative work done over
the past years between Institute of Play, Quest to Learn, and
CICS ChicagoQuest. These resources are made possible
through the generous support of the Grable Foundation.
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About Institute of Play
We design experiences
that make learning
irresistible.
The Institute pioneers new models
of learning and engagement. We
are a not-for-profit design studio,
founded in 2007 by a group of game
designers in New York City. We are
now home to an interdisciplinary
team of designers, strategists
and learning practitioners. Our
first project was the design and
implementation of an innovative
New York City public school, called
Quest to Learn.

At the core of the
experiences we design
are games, play and
the principles that
underlie them.
Using these principles, we have
created institutions, games,
programs, events, digital
platforms and products. Our
work unlocks the transformative
power of people as seekers and
solvers of complex problems,
risk takers, inventors and
visionaries. We work wher- ever
people are: in communities,
businesses, schools, cultural
and civic institutions.

We empower people to
thrive as active citizens in
a connected world.
We are not preparing for a distant
future. We are about meeting
people where they are and igniting
their potential now. We work with
a diverse set of partners to make
it happen, such as Electronic
Arts, Intel, Educational Testing
Service, the Mozilla Foundation,
the Smith- sonian, Parsons the
New School for Design, Chicago
International Charter Schools,
DePaul University, E-Line Media
and others.

A Selection of Our Work
GlassLab

Play@Your Org

Playtime Online

An unprecedented collaboration
between leaders in the commercial
games industry and experts in
learning and assessment, GlassLab
aims to leverage digital games
as powerful, data-rich learning
environments that improve the
process of learning with formative
assessments teachers can trust.

With a hands-on exploration of
games and design, Play@ Your Org
workshops are designed to help
businesses, cultural institutions and
other organizations integrate the
power of play-based learning in
their work to maximize participation
and engagement.

A live hour-long webinar series,
Playtime Online explores the work
of leading organizations in the field
of games and learning, the people
who do it and why it matters in the
world today. The series also offer
a live forum to share learning within
the Playtime community.

For more information, please visit www.instituteofplay.org
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